OS IMAGE DEPLOYMENT

Remotely Deploy Images to
Windows Endpoints
DATASHEET

Simplify OS deployment by pushing an
image to your new or existing endpoints
from a web-based console.

Start to Image Computers
in 3 Easy Steps!

1
CREATE
Create an OS image using
specialized imaging techniques
that provide both online and

EASY TO USE

CLOUD-BASED

Get started quickly with an intuitive imaging solution

Capture and image computers from any browser, from

that is easy to understand and setup. Our solution is

anywhere. Simply set up your imaging server once within

designed for non-tech savvy people as well.

your local network.

SIMPLIFIED DEPLOYMENT

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

Simplify OS deployment to new and existing

Save valuable IT time by eliminating the need to

CUSTOMIZE

computers by automating the Windows installation

physically walk up to a computer and reinstall the OS or

Customize the image as desired.

settings and creating deployment packages.

deploy a new image.

You can use Deep Freeze Cloud

oﬄine options.

2

to install your desired

DEPLOY ANYWHERE

WDS INTEGRATION

Provision the same image to dissimilar hardware

Continue to utilize existing images that you may have

simultaneously, regardless of vendor or model of

already create via your Windows Deployment Services

the computers.

environment.

AGENTLESS COMPUTERS

BUILD YOUR IMAGE

Image brand-new or existing computers that may

Utilize the power of Deep Freeze Cloud to remotely

still not have the Imaging Agent installed by utilizing

deploy applications, install Windows Updates, and secure

PXE technology to network boot your computers.

the computer before capturing your golden image.

applications and patches.

3
DEPLOY
Deploy the OS image across
multiple computers using your
Deep Freeze Cloud console.

Key Features

CLOUD-BASED IMAGING

WINDOWS OS MIGRATION

IMAGE BARE-METAL COMPUTERS

Capture and deploy OSs to all your

Upgrade from Windows 7 to Windows 8.1 to

Boot brand-new target computers at your

remote computers from any browser

Windows 10 and every version thereafter

convenience leveraging PXE / Network

using Deep Freeze Cloud console.

without the technical challenges.

booting features.

“

Working with Deep
Freeze is a no-brainer.
We charge clients on an
hourly basis.

Which means we have
little time to waste, when
it comes to managing
inconsistent endpoints.
- CMIT Solutions of
Austin

ZERO TOUCH, FULLY AUTOMATED

HARDWARE INDEPENDENT

CAPTURE GOLDEN IMAGE

Create pre-deﬁned installation settings

Deploy a standardized OS image to any

Capture your perfect disk image of diﬀerent

so you can automate the Out-of-box

computer, regardless of vendor or model

OS versions with a few simple steps right

experience for diﬀerent departments or

with pre-created Driver Groups.

from the comfort of a web browser.

user roles.

Scan the QR Code
to signup for Deep Freeze
Cloud now

CENTRALIZED REPOSITORY

CUSTOMIZED DEPLOYMENT

POST DEPLOYMENT LAYERS

Store the images in a centralized

Create deployment packages that meet the

Deliver and managing Applications,

repository (network share) and

needs of your complex environment with

Windows updates and Security features

perform OS deployment on the go.

custom settings.

across your environment.

One Console to Deploy, Update and Manage

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 8.1 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit)

Simplify Software Deployment

Gain Control of Windows

Pre-created packages for a

Updates

growing list of popular products
to install and update applications
across your enterprise.

Software Updates

Simplify the complex task of
delivering and managing
Windows updates across your
environment. Automatically

Multi-Layered Security
Security solutions for your

Windows Updates

business to improve defenses,
innovation with multi-layered
security barriers.

Patented Reboot to Restore
Reboot-to-Restore technology
that allows you to freeze

Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit)
Windows Server 2016 (64-bit)

only install updates that are

Windows Server 2019 (64-bit)
For Preboot eXecution Environment (PXE) boot,
Windows Server OS is required.

Simpliﬁed OS Deployment
Standardize deployment of new
and refreshed equipment using
the diﬀerent features available

endpoints to the desired state

during installation and

and restore from unexpected
changes with a simple reboot.

Windows 10 (32-bit or 64-bit)

of Windows updates or choose to

Layered Security
Deep Freeze

Windows 8 (32-bit or 64-bit)

authorize and install categories

authorized by you.

reduce risk, and focus on

IMAGING SERVER

conﬁguration processes,

OS Deployment

facilitating a granular level of
control over computers before,
during, and after the installation
phase.

TM

To learn how your computing environments
can beneﬁt from Faronics Solutions, visit
www.faronics.com
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